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Eleven-year-old twins Jason and Julia, along with their friend Rick, search eighteenthcentury Venice for Peter Dedalus, the elusive inventor who created Kilmore Cove's
Mirror House.
Irene Adler, Sherlock Holmes, and Arsène Lupin planned to reunite in London, but
Lupin doesn't show up...his father, Théophraste, has been arrested for murder!
At last the wait is over! All five books in the blockbuster Percy Jackson and the
Olympus series, in paperback, have been collected in a box fit for demigods. This valuepriced set includes the best-selling The Lightning Thief, The Sea of Monsters,The
Titan's Curse, The Battle of the Labyrinth, and The Last Olympians. Whether it is for
readers who are experiencing Percy's thrilling adventures with Greek gods and
monsters for the first time or for fans who want to devour the saga again, this gift will be
prized by young and old.
Life in the small town of Applecross has gotten stranger since the Lily family took over
the magical Enchanted Emporium--but when animals start to vanish from the area,
fourteen-year-old Finley McPhee finds himself caught up in the mystery of the
missingSherwood Compass and the legend of the Green Man.
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A special meeting of the Enchanted Emporium's shopkeeper families is actually a
deadly trap set by the evil Semueld Askell, but before he can come to the rescue Finley
McPhee needs to figure out where the meeting is being held--a task made more
difficultbecause his older brother refuses to return the magic key that rightly belongs to
Finley as the defender of the Emporium.
Four seemingly unrelated children are brought together in a Rome hotel where they
discover that they are destined to become involved in a deep and ancient mystery
involving a briefcase full of artifacts that expose them to great danger.
A mysterious postcard leads Lisa and Nilly from Oslo to Paris in search of Doctor
Proctor but, once there, all they find of their friend is a time-traveling bathtub powered
by a special soap and several sinister individuals looking for him.
I spent years making desserts for people who didnt want the same old thing.
Sometimes, it was because someone had favorite flavors they wanted incorporated in
their special cake; often, it was just a matter of what was in the cabinets. I hope you find
many, if not all, of the recipes to your liking.

A middle grade mystery adventure told through diary entries, maps and photos
depicts the harrowing journey of two siblings who become separated when the
Nazis declare war on the Soviet Union and their city evacuates its children on
trains meant to carry them to safety.
"The Golem" (original German title: Der Golem) is a novel written by Gustav
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Meyrink between 1907 and 1914.[1] First published in serial form from December
1913 to August 1914 in the periodical Die Weißen Blätter, The Golem was
published in book form in 1915 by Kurt Wolff, Leipzig. The Golem was Meyrink's
first novel. It sold over 200,000 copies in 1915.[2] It became his most popular and
successful literary work, and is generally described as the most "accessible" of
his full-length novels. It was first translated into English in 1928. The novel
centers on the life of Athanasius Pernath, a jeweler and art restorer who lives in
the ghetto of Prague. But his story is experienced by an anonymous narrator,
who, during a visionary dream, assumes Pernath's identity thirty years before.
This dream was perhaps induced because he inadvertently swapped his hat with
the real (old) Pernath's. While the novel is generally focused on Pernath's own
musings and adventures, it also chronicles the lives, the characters, and the
interactions of his friends and neighbors. The Golem, though rarely seen, is
central to the novel as a representative of the ghetto's own spirit and
consciousness, brought to life by the suffering and misery that its inhabitants
have endured over the centuries. The story itself has a disjointed and often
elliptical feel, as it was originally published in serial form and is intended to
convey the mystical associations and interests that the author himself was
exploring at the time. The reality of the narrator's experiences is often called into
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question, as some of them may simply be dreams or hallucinations, and others
may be metaphysical or transcendent events that are taking place outside the
"real" world. Similarly, it is revealed over the course of the book that Pernath
apparently suffered from a mental breakdown on at least one occasion, but has
no memory of any such event; he is also unable to remember his childhood and
most of his youth, a fact that may or may not be attributable to his previous
breakdown. His mental stability is constantly called into question by his friends
and neighbors, and the reader is left to wonder what if anything that has taken
place in the narrative actually happened.
When Rudolph comes down with the flu, it's up to Rover the dog and the Mack
children to help Santa complete his Christmas deliveries.
Eleven-year-old twins Jason and Julia, along with their friend Rick, match wits
with Peter Dedalus, the elusive inventor who created Kilmore Cove's Mirror
House, as they try to uncover the secret hidden somewhere inside before Oblivia
Newton can find it.
''For students at a pre-intermediate level''.
Eleven-year-old twins Jason and Julia, along with their friend Rick, find
themselves in ancient Egypt in search of an important map after going through a
magical door in their old English mansion.
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With Aiby Lily and his brother Doug apparently lost in an other-worldly place
called the passages, Finley McPhee must surrender the scorpion key to the evil
Semueld Askell within twenty-four hours, or the two will be lost forever.
Finley McPhee is an ordinary thirteen-year-old living outside a small town in
northern Scotland--until he meets Aiby Lily and is caught up in the deadly,
centuries-old fight for ownership of the Enchanted Emporium, where genuinely
magical items are safely stored.
Before Count Dracula became one of the greatest, most feared vampires of all
time, he was just a young boy called Wilfred who didn't really feel like he
belonged anywhere. But Wilfred's dad, the old Count, doesn't think his son is up
to the task of being a great vampire! Can Wilfred show his father what he's really
made of?
A collection of essays and addresses includes the author's musings on Ptolemy,
his reflections on the experimental writings of Borges and Joyce, and confessions
about his own ambitions and anxieties. By the author of The Name of the Rose.
35,000 first printing.
The Artemis Fowl Files is comprised of two original stories: "LEPrecon": the story
of Fairy Police Captain Holly Short's move from Traffic to Recon following her
initiation into the Fairy Police; and "The Seventh Dwarf", featuring Mulch, Butler,
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and Artemis himself.
Luke Thorpe is a fifteen - year - old wimp. Excellent at maths and terrible at sport,
he'd rather keep his head down and get on with his schoolwork. Yet, mysterious
and uncontrollable changes in his behaviour and appearance - patches of hair
growing rapidly, howling rather than singing the hymns in assembly, sudden
growth spurts causing his clothes to rip off - are threatening to rocket him out of
obscurity. Join Luke on a journey of discovery, embarrassing mishaps and hilarity
as he gets to the bottom of his werewolf roots, joins a pack, and finds himself en
route to war against the vampires (whose number include a rather wimpy, but
familiar face)...
In the second installment of the Century Quartet, Italian author P. D. Baccalario
continues the mystery that will take four cities and four extraordinary kids to
solve. Four kids. A wooden top. And four postcards with secret instructions. New
York City, March 15 Another mysterious artifact reunites Harvey from New York,
Elettra from Rome, Mistral from Paris, and Sheng from Shanghai in their attempt
to save the world. When they meet people who knew Alfred Van Der Berger, the
murdered professor who sent them on their quest in Rome, they realize that the
challenge is far from over. And when they discover a series of four postcards
written in code years ago by the professor himself, their destiny becomes even
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clearer. The cards send the kids all over New York City, through old libraries and
abandoned tunnels, in search of the Star of Stone, an ancient object
fundamentally connected to the earth. But a new set of villains, predators of
Manhattan nightlife, will do anything to stop them....
Rikus se ouma is anders as ander oumas. Sy het haar eie rockgroep, haar hare
is groen gekleur en sy slaan 'n rol in 'n splinternuwe fliek los. Maar 'n filmstel kan
soms 'n gevaarlike plek wees ... Sal Rikus uit die kloue van 'n gevaarlike skurk
kan ontsnap - en Ouma se loopbaan as rolprentster red?
Irene's family has moved to Evreux, Normandy. Soon after arriving at her new
home, she is approached by a mysterious woman who mutters some strange
words about Irene's mother being in danger, before vanishing into thin air. It's just
the first in a series of unsettling events that Irene, Sherlock, and Lupin must
decipher. The three sleuths questions will lead them to a secret crypt far beneath
the streets of Paris and to an ancient relic that it is rumored to be worth a fortune.
But how far will someone go to obtain the priceless treasure? Secrets and twists
await the young detectives at every turn as they solve the case of The Cathedral
of Fear.
After moving from London to an old mansion on the English coast, eleven-yearold twins Jason and Julia discover that their new home has twisting tunnels,
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strange artifacts from around the world, and a mysterious, locked door.
Le fantasmagoriche avventure di Will Moogley e dell'Agenzia Fantasmi più scalcinata del
pianeta!
Mario Vargas Llosa's brilliant, multilayered novel is set in the Lima, Peru, of the author's youth,
where a young student named Marito is toiling away in the news department of a local radio
station. His young life is disrupted by two arrivals. The first is his aunt Julia, recently divorced
and thirteen years older, with whom he begins a secret affair. The second is a manic radio
scriptwriter named Pedro Camacho, whose racy, vituperative soap operas are holding the
city's listeners in thrall. Pedro chooses young Marito to be his confidant as he slowly goes
insane. Interweaving the story of Marito's life with the ever-more-fevered tales of Pedro
Camacho, Vargas Llosa's novel is hilarious, mischievous, and masterful, a classic named one
of the best books of the year by the New York Times Book Review.
Using a red marker, a young girl draws a door on her bedroom wall and through it enters
another world where she experiences many adventures, including being captured by an evil
emperor.
While on summer vacation at the seaside, twelve-year-old Irene Adler meets the young
Sherlock Holmes, and his friend Arsáene Lupin--and when a dead body floats ashore the three
young friends set out to solve the mystery.
Believing that Matteo, a young boy from the streets of 1930s Naples, was murdered,
Commissario Ricciardi must conduct his investigation in secret since his superiors are
preparing for a state visit from Benito Mussolini.
In their continuing quest to save the world from evil forces, Mistral, Elettra, Harvey, and Sheng
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meet again in Paris, where they must search for the mysterious veil of Isis reportedly hidden in
the heart of the city.
The Beatles' hair changed the world. As their increasingly wild, untamed manes grew, to the
horror of parents everywhere, they set off a cultural revolution as the most tangible symbol of
the Sixties' psychedelic dream of peace, love and playful rebellion. In the midst of this epochal
change was Leslie Cavendish, hairdresser to the Beatles and some of the greatest stars of the
music and entertainment industry. But just how did a fifteen-year-old Jewish school dropout
from an undistinguished North London suburb, with no particular artistic talent or showbusiness
connections, end up literally at the cutting edge of Sixties' fashion in just four years? His story –
honest, always entertaining and inspiring – parallels the meteoric rise of the Beatles
themselves, and is no less astounding.
They say Love is the oldest story on Earth, but we don't have to tell it the same way every time.
How many ways are there to explore our feelings that we may have never even considered?
Countless fragments of different worlds, all held together by the greatest force of all. Join us as
we explore the many different forms of love--family love, forbidden love, love that embraces
what society always taught was wrong. Seasoned veterans and brand new talents bring you
seventeen anthropomorphic stories with all different forms of sexuality and relationships, in a
journey across genres, worlds, and time.?Love can bloom, thrive, and end. Love can heal,
mesh, and blend. We're all Fragments trying to stick together.?Tending the Fires - Jess E
OwenTransitions - Mog MoogleThe Mistress of Tidwell Manor - Renee Carter HallYet Time
and Distance - Kris CarverPolynomials - Fever LowRaise Your Voice - Stefano "Mando"
ZocchiGoing Out - T C PowellHarvest Home - Altivo OveroThe Foreigner - DwaleTrade All the
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Stars - Watts MartinDraw to the Heart - Ocean TigroxPaint the Square-Cut Sky - SlipWolfHearth Soup - Laura "Munchkin" LewisBrass Candy Girl - M C A HogarthFootsteps TelevassiRain Check - Field T MouseThe Soul of Wit - Daniel Lowd

Boris and Anaconda Wolfbane dream of a safe, ordinary life for their family. But the
Wolfbanes are far from ordinary.
For fans of The Mysterious Benedict Society and The Blackthorn Key series comes an
award-winning boarding school mystery about twelve year old Emmy, who's shipped off
to a prestigious British school. But her new home is hiding a secret society ... and it
may be the answer to Emmy's questions about her missing father. With a dad who
disappeared years ago and a mother who's a bit too busy to parent, Emmy is shipped
off to Wellsworth, a prestigious boarding school in England, where she's sure she won't
fit in. But then she finds a box of mysterious medallions in the attic of her home with a
note reading: These belonged to your father. When she arrives at school, she finds the
strange symbols from the medallions etched into walls and books, which leads Emmy
and her new friends, Jack and Lola, to Wellsworth's secret society: The Order of Black
Hollow Lane. Emmy can't help but think that the society had something to do with her
dad's disappearance, and that there may be more than just dark secrets in the halls of
Wellsworth... Pick up the Black Hollow Lane series for your 5th grade and middle
school students, kids 9-12, and young readers who love twisty mysteries with: Boarding
schools Secret societies Cryptic letters Secret relics A fantastic group of friends
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Sherlock Holmes, Arsene Lupin, and Irene Adler meet up in London only to find a
strange chess problem in the Times signed by "The Black Friar." It's written in an
unknown code which Sherlock is eager to solve. The next day, the city is rocked by the
news of a rich merchant found murdered. On the merchant's desk was scarlet rose: the
same flower used as the calling card for a brazen criminal group that haunted the
streets of London twenty years ago. Could the Scarlet Rose Gang be back? Find out in
this ebook from the Sherlock, Lupin and Me series.
Will Moogley Agenzia Fantasmi - 1. Hotel a cinque spettriEdizioni Piemme
Sheng, Elettra, Harvey, and Mistral meet in Shanghai to find the Pearl of the Sea
Dragon relic and complete the pact before Heremit Devil can stop them.
This spooky season, discover a new series for fans of Lemony Snicket, Roald Dahl and
the Adams family. Welcome to the world of Nocturnia, where darkness reigns supreme,
glitter is terrifying, and unicorns are the stuff of nightmares! This is the second book
about Amelia Fang, a sparkly little vampire in a dark and gloomy world. Amelia Fang
and her friends love their dark and gloomy world of Nocturnia. But when Tangine's
mom, Queen Fairyweather, goes missing, they must brave the journey to the terrifying
Kingdom of the Light. With fairies and angel-kittens lurking around every corner, who
can they trust? And will they finally uncover the real villain keeping the kingdoms of
Light and Dark mortal enemies?
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